
n PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS – TUB FLOOR DRAIN SUPPORTS AND ACCESSORIES Packaging specifications on request

Visit www.luxelements.com for further information on TUB. 
Data sheets, assembly instructions, test certificates and additional brochures under ‘Downloads‘, videos under ‘Practice‘ and on YouTube.

                                                LTUBE1100    TUB-RA-S, grate fitting frame made of ABS and                                     external frame dimensions: set 
                                                                        standard stainless steel grate,                                                                   130 x 130 mm,  
                                                                        universal height adjustment to suit covering thickness is possible                grate: 120 x 120 mm 
 
 

                                                LTUBE1104     TUB-RA-DA, grate fitting frame made from ABS,                              external frame dimensions: set 
                                                                        with frame and design grate ‘ANGOLO‘ made of stainless steel,                 132 x 132 mm, 
                                                                        universal height adjustment to suit covering thickness is possible                grate: 120 x 120 mm 
                                                 
 

                                                LTUBE1105     TUB-RA-DC, grate fitting frame made from ABS,                              external frame dimensions: set 
                                                                        with frame and design grate ‘CUBE‘ made of stainless steel,                      132 x 132 mm, 
                                                                        universal height adjustment to suit covering thickness is possible                grate: 120 x 120 mm 
 
 

                                                LTUBE1106    TUB-RA-DM, grate fitting frame made from ABS,                             external frame dimensions: set 
                                                                        with frame and design grate ‘MARE‘ made of stainless steel,                     132 x 132 mm, 
                                                                        universal height adjustment to suit covering thickness is possible                grate: 120 x 120 mm 
                                                 
 

                                                LTUBE1107    TUB-RA-DL, grate fitting frame made from ABS,                              external frame dimensions: set 
                                                                        with frame and design grate ‘LUMEN‘ made of stainless steel,                   132 x 132 mm, 
                                                                        universal height adjustment to suit covering thickness is possible                grate: 120 x 120 mm 
 
 

                                                LTUBE1108    TUB-RA-DV, grate fitting frame made from ABS,                              external frame dimensions: set 
                                                                        with frame made of stainless steel and tileable cover ‘VARI‘ made of         132 x 132 mm, 
                                                                        stainless steel, universal height adjustment to suit covering thickness is      cover: 110 x 110 mm 
                                                                        possible 
                                                                         

                                                LTUBE1189    TUB-BAZ HS, removable hair trap                                                                                                        piece 
                                                 
 

                                                LTUBE1200    TUB-BAZ DN 50/40, reducer, DN 50 to DN 40,                                        piece 
                                                                        with lip seal 
 

                                                LTUBE1190    TUB-BAZ BST, adapter, DN 50 to British Standard                                       piece 
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